ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Sentence retrieval is the task of finding relevant sentences from a document base in response to a query. Tasks like novelty detection [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] question answering [2, 6 ], text summarization [7] and information provenance [2] make use of sentence retrieval.
In the scope of this paper our focus is on sentence retrieval for Novelty detection which deals with finding relevant and at the same time new sentences. The main reason for choosing Novelty detection is that we have test collections for it where each sentence is labeled as relevant or nonrelevant by a human assessor. Sentence retrieval methods are usually simple adaptations of document retrieval methods where sentences are treated as documents [3] [4] [5] . One of the first and most successful methods for sentence retrieval is the TF-ISF method [8] which is an adaptation of the TF-IDF method [9] to sentence retrieval.
TF-ISF method is based on vector space model of information retrieval. Sentence retrieval based on the vector space model is illustrated in Figure 1 . Each sentence in the document collection is represented as a vector. A query is also represented as a vector. The vector space is defined based on terms appearing in the document collection. In the figure we are presenting only a 3-dimensional subspace, defined by terms t1, t2 and t3, for visualization purposes, but any ndimensional subspace can be used depending on the searched terms. These terms are also the terms appearing in the query. Sentences whose vectors are most similar to the vector representing question are retrieved. Retrieved sentences are highlighted. The TF-ISF method has outperformed other methods like BM25 based methods or language modeling based methods [8, 10, 11] and that is why we have focused our research to the TF-ISF method. Another, typically used, method for sentence retrieval is the query likelihood method which is a language modeling approach to document retrieval. This method, invented by Ponte & Croft for document retrieval [12] was adapted and often used for sentence retrieval [2] . The TF-ISF and the query likelihood method can be considered baselines methods for sentence retrieval. The TF-ISF method and the query likelihood method were used as the baseline methods for sentence retrieval in [1] and the query likelihood method was used as the baseline [2] .
In the recent works [1, 2] query likelihood was modified to take into account the local context of the sentence. Due to the sparsity of sentences there is usually little overlap between the query and the sentence which negatively affects the performance of sentence retrieval [1] . The assumption is that this problem can be partially solved by using the local context of sentences.
The idea that "good" sentences come from "good" documents was proposed by Murdock [2] . So the query likelihood method was improved using local context in the form of the document the sentence came from. A mixture model was proposed combining a sentence language model, document language model and collection language model. The method showed better results when compared to query likelihood baseline [2] . The sentence's local context was also incorporated into the language modeling framework to better estimate the relevance of a sentence [1] . The document that contains the sentence and surrounding sentences (previous, current and the next sentence) were used as the local context. Additionally, the importance of a sentence within a document or ‫‬ሺ݀|‫ݏ‬ሻwas used. Tests showed significant improvements of language modeling methods when using local context in comparison to baselines like TF-ISF, and BM25 and to language modeling methods that ignore local context. Including sentence importance additionally improved the performance of tested language modeling approaches.
Fernandez et al. [1] also tried to improve the TF-ISF method by modifying it to take into account the local context. Two types of local context, the document that contains the sentence and surrounding sentences (previous, current and the next sentence) were tested again. They tried to modify the TF part to take into account the number of occurrences of term in the context and also tried to compute the ISF part at document level rather than at sentence level. The tests did not show consistent and significant improvements.
A local context, implemented as a sliding window, was also used by Tsai et al. in [13] for the task of sentence retrieval. A sliding window consisted of multiple sentences. The whole sliding window was compared to the topic and if the sliding window is relevant all sentences inside it are considered relevant. The retrieval method was based on comparing nouns and verbs in the sliding window and the topic. Some tests showed best result when the sliding window is of size 4 but no comparisons were made to the state of the art methods.
The local context of sentences is not the only thing used for improvement of sentence retrieval methods. In [10] Losada et al. extracted highly frequent terms from top retrieved documents and calculated a score that is based on the number of highly frequent words inside the current sentence. That score was combined with the classical TF-ISF score and showed improved results over the state of the art method TF-ISF. The use of pseudo relevance feedback also proofed useful when applying to sentence retrieval [14, 15] .
It is important to emphasize that this paper is interdisciplinary. At the one hand it deals with information retrieval and at the other hand it deals with Semantic Web and ontology learning and population which is essential for Semantic Web. Therefore we present here a short introduction into Semantic web. Semantic web can be defined as a web of data that can be processed directly or indirectly by machines [16] . The key element of the Semantic Web are ontologies which are used to add metadata onto the web. Ontology can be defined as an explicit specification of a common conceptualization [17] . Common elements of an ontology are classes, subclasses and relations. The automatic generation of ontologies is called Ontology Learning and the automatic instantiation of ontology elements (e.g. classes, relations) is called Ontology Population. Ontologies are presented using ontology languages like RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDFS (Resource Description Framework Shema) and OWL (Ontology Web Language). Using ontologies for describing the content on the web we create a more intelligent web that can more easily be processed by machines which allows the end users a better user experience. In this paper we show how a new method for sentence retrieval can be converted into an ontology and also how this ontology can be automatically populated. Converting the task of sentence retrieval to standard semantic web technology (OWL) we simplify the development of a sentence retrieval system and can help spreading sentence retrieval. That simplification of different tasks using standard OWL is in the sense of the Semantic Web.
In this paper we at first modify our previous method TF-ISF con to only take into account information on level of document. We empirically test the performance of the new method on datasets from TREC , 2004 TREC and 2004 Novelty Tracks. In Section 3, we show that it is possible to generate a document level OWL representation of a textual document that implies an ontology definition and a way how to automatically populate the ontology. The OWL document representation allows easier development of sentence retrieval systems freeing the system builder from information retrieval specific tasks like preprocessing and focusing on standard semantic web technologies like OWL.
DOCUMENT LEVEL TF-ISF AND DOCUMENT LEVEL TF-ISF CON
In [18] it was shown that it is possible to improve the TF-ISF ranking function using local context and named the new method TF-ISF con . In [18] the method TF-ISFcon was derived from R(s|q) as follows:
The TF-ISF based ranking function for sentence retrieval is [8, 14] :
Where
• ‫݂ݐ‬ ௧, is the number of occurences of term t in query q • ‫݂ݐ‬ ௧,௦ is the number of occurrences of term t in sentence s • ‫݂ݏ‬ ௧ number of sentences that contain term t • ݊ number of sentences in the collection
In [18] the previous and next sentence in the same document were used as the local context of each sentence. It was assumed that relevance of a sentence depends partially on the information within the sentence itself and partially on information within the two closest neighboring sentences. The relevance of the neighboring sentences again depends partially on their neighbors. Using these two assumptions the recursive ranking function for sentence retrieval was defined as:
where‫ݏ‬ ௩ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ depicts previous sentence of sentence ‫ݏ‬ and ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ next sentence of sentence ‫.ݏ‬ ܴ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௩ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻห‫ݍ‬൯andܴ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ|‫ݍ‬ሻ represent the relevance of the previous and next sentence. ܴ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௩ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻห‫ݍ‬൯is by definition 0 if ‫ݏ‬ is first sentence in document and ܴ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ|‫ݍ‬ሻ is by definition 0 if s is last sentence in document. ߤis a tuning parameter. In our tests in this paper the recursive function calls itself until three previous and three next sentences of the sentence ‫ݏ‬ are involved. In other words three recurrences are used. After that no context is used i.e. ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ = ܴሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ and the recurrence stops. In [18] this sentence retrieval method was called TF-ISF con .
In this paper we hypothesize that TF-ISFcon method will show good performance even when calculated at the document level. More precisely, the standard TF-ISF ranking function (ܴሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ) can be seen as a function of the sentence properties and document collection properties. The TF-ISF con ranking function (ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ) can be seen as a function of sentence properties, neighbor sentence properties and document collection properties. Both ranking functions have in common that they depend on the whole document collection. So if you want to use them, you need the whole collection. We find it interesting to test if we can achieve competitive performance by limiting the data source used for the ranking function to be the document the sentence came from. The reason for developing such a new method and the application of it is presented in Section 3. If we better analyze the ranking functions ܴሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ and ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ we can easily define parts that depend on the whole collection. Those are:
• ‫݂ݏ‬ ௧ or number of sentences that contain term t (in the collection)
• ݊ or number of sentences in the collection
We are now replacing ‫݂ݏ‬ ௧ with ‫݂ݏ‬ ௧
and ݊ with ݊ where
is the number of sentences that contain term t in the the document that contains the sentence ‫ݏ‬
• ݊ is the number of sentences in the document that contains the sentence ‫ݏ‬ At first we define the Document Level TF-ISF (abbreviated as DL TF-ISF) by modifying the baseline TF-ISF method. The corresponding ranking function ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ is defined as follows
Secondly we define the Document Level TF-ISF con method (abbreviated as DL TF-ISF con ) by modifying the TF-ISF con . The corresponding ranking function ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ is defined as follows
ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ|‫ݍ‬ሻ represent the relevance of the previous and next sentence. ܴ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௩ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻห‫ݍ‬൯is by definition 0 if ‫ݏ‬ is first sentence in document and ܴ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ሺ‫ݏ‬ሻ|‫ݍ‬ሻ is by definition 0 if s is last sentence in document. ߤis a tuning parameter. In our tests in this paper the recursive function calls itself until three previous and three next sentences of the sentence ‫ݏ‬ are involved analogous to the ranking function ܴ ሺ‫ݍ|ݏ‬ሻ.
Empirical Study of DL TF-ISF con method
Our aim was to test the performance of the DL TF-ISF con in comparison to the baseline TF-ISF, to the DL TF-ISF and to the TF-ISF con .
We tested our new method for sentence retrieval using data from the three TREC Novelty tracks provided from 2003 to 2004 [3] [4] [5] . The task was novelty detection consisting of two subtasks, finding relevant sentences and finding novel sentences. We are only interested in finding relevant sentences i.e. sentence retrieval. Sentence retrieval is an important part of the novelty detection. Allan [8] showed that the performance of the novelty detection depends on the quality of the performance of sentence retrieval.
In each of the three Novelty Tracks in the years 2002, 2003 and 2004 the task was as follows: given a topic and an ordered list of documents find relevant and novel sentences. Participants got set of 50 topics in each track with each topic consisting of titles, descriptions and narratives. They also got a list of mostly relevant documents and a list of sentence level relevance judgments. In TREC 2002 the topics from ad hoc Tracks were used. 25 documents were assigned to each topic. If the topic had 25 or more relevant documents, only 25 relevant documents were used. If the topic had less than 25 documents, non-relevant documents were added to reach the number of 25 documents. The participating assessors marked about 2% of the sentences relevant.
In TREC 2003 topics where constructed specially for the Novelty track. 25 relevant documents were chosen for every track. 37.56% of sentences were judged relevant.
In TREC 2004 between 25 and 100 documents were chosen with 25 of them relevant. 16.2% of sentences were judged relevant.
An example of a topic from the TREC 2002 Novelty track is shown in Table 2 . In the experiments we used Rapidminer 1 [19] , an open-source system for data mining with Text Extension 2 that provides the vector space model. With Rapidminer all upper cases were transformed to lower case and standard stop words were removed. Stemming was not applied. Results from Rapidminer were presented as a web service and further used in a custom program that implemented the sentence retrieval methods.
We used short queries from the title field. We measured the performance using three P@X measures (P@10, P@50, P@100) and the standard measures MAP, and R-precision. To compare the difference between the two methods we used two tailed paired t-test with significance level ߙ = 0.05.
Our ranking function required tuning of the parameter ߤ, so we employed a train-test methodology similar to [1] . We experimented with three training-testing configurations using TREC Novelty track data as follows: Training was performed to find the value of parameter ߤ for which the system shows best performance. During each of the three trainings (TREC , 2003 (TREC , 2004 we tried values from ߤ = 0.0 to ߤ = 1.0 in steps of 0.05. The best value of ߤ was fixed in order to apply it to the two remaining data sets. During training we measured the performance of the system by using Mean Average Precision (MAP). The next tables (Table 10 , 11 and 12) and graphs ( Figure 2, 3, 4) show the results for the three training-testing configurations. In Tables 10, 11 and 12 statistically significant differences in comparison to TF-ISF are marked with an asterisk (*), statistically significant differences in comparison to DL TF-ISF are marked with an † and statistically significant differences in comparison to TF-ISF con are marked with an C .
When it comes to the MAP the results are as follows:
• There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to TF-ISF in each of the six measurements.
• There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to DL TF-ISF in each of the six measurements.
• Statistically significant worse results appeared in one out of six measurements when comparing DL TF-ISF con to TF-ISF con.
When it comes to the R-precision the results are as follows: • There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF baseline TF-ISF in four out of six meas results.
• There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF DL TF-ISF in each of the six measurements.
• Statistically significant worse results appeared in one out of six comparing DL TF-ISF con
When it comes to the P@X measures (
• There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF baseline TF-ISF in two out of 18 measurements with no statistically significant worse results.
• There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF DL TF-ISF in two out of 18 measurements with no statist
• Statistically significant worse results appeared in two out of 18 measurements when comparing DL TF-ISF con There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to ISF in four out of six measurements with no statistically significant worse There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to ISF in each of the six measurements. Statistically significant worse results appeared in one out of six measurements when con to TF-ISF con.
When it comes to the P@X measures (P@10, P@50, P@100) the results are as follows:
There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to ISF in two out of 18 measurements with no statistically significant worse There is statistically significant improvement when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to ISF in two out of 18 measurements with no statistically significant worse results. Statistically significant worse results appeared in two out of 18 measurements when con to TF-ISF con. To achieve a better insight into the performance of the DL TF-ISF con in comparison to TF ISF we put the data of all three TRECs together. This time we don't have a training data set to pick the best value for ߤ. For that reason we report the results for a whole range of Table 13 and as graph in Figure 6 . In Table 13 statistically significant differences between DL TF-ISF con and TF-ISF are marked with an asterisk and statistically significant differences between DL TF-ISF con and DL TF-ISF are marked with a †. This time we can see improvements for a whole range of ߤ values when using DL TF-ISF con in comparison to TF-ISF and DL TF-ISF (ߤ = 0.1 − 0.3) when it comes to the MAP and RPrecision. At the same time we do not have statistically significant differences according the P@x values. When choosing higher values of ߤ (ߤ = 0.4) we start to get statistically significant worse results according to the P@50 measure and stop getting statistically significant better results according to several MAP and R-Precision measures. This scenario was expected because there must be a threshold value of ߤ at which the influence of the neighboring sentences is too high. We can see from the Table 13 . that it is quite easy to find a value of ߤ that improves the baselines (TF-ISF and DL TF-ISF) according to MAP and R-Precision and at the same time gives competitive results according to reported P@x measures.
The tests in this Section provide evidence for following conclusions.
• The TF-ISF method can be improved using local context according to MAP and RPrecision even when both of them are calculated at document level (see comparison between DL TF-ISF and DL TF-ISF con )
• The TF-ISF method can be improved using local context according to MAP and RPrecision even when the baseline TF-ISF is calculated at collection level and the TF-ISF con is calculated at document level. The baseline TF-ISF uses the whole collection to calculate sentence relevance. Unlike that, the DL TF-ISF con uses only the document that contains the sentence for the same job. Even with that restriction, DL TF-ISF con shows better performance according to MAP and R-Precision.
• There is also some evidence that some useful information is lost when using document level sentence retrieval methods because the method DL TF-ISF con shows sometimes worse results in comparison to TF-ISF con (Table 10 - 12) . Despite of that the new method DL TF-ISF con shows better results than the state of the art baseline. In other words the benefit form using context is greater than the drawback from using only document level information.
AN OWL DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION FOR SENTENCE RETRIEVAL
We already stated in the Introduction that the aim of semantic web is the usage of standard technologies like OWL to add metadata to the web allowing easier processing of the data on the web and giving the user a better user experience. Key unresolved problems of that vision are the automatic creation of ontologies (Onotology learning) and the automatic instantiation of ontologies (Ontology population). In this chapter we address the problem of automatic population of ontologies concentrating on a specific task (development of a sentence retrieval system). We first manually create an OWL document ontology and then show how to populate it automatically using our previously developed method DL TF-ISF con . Two questions may arise:
1. What is that good for? 2. Why do we need the new method DL TF-ISF con and why could we not use just TF-ISFcon or TF-ISF or any other sentence retrieval method that needs entire document collection?
The answer to the first question is: It simplifies development of sentence retrieval systems. Let us imagine an advanced user that wants to develop a sentence retrieval system for example as a browser plugin. Let us also imagine that the user is not interested in every single aspect of information retrieval but at the other side is familiar with the semantic web. To such a user the OWL document representation for sentence retrieval is useful.
The answer to the second question is: Using DL TF-ISF con we can create the OWL document representation for every single document without knowing the other documents. Without it a permanent OWL document representation would not be possible.
Using findings from previous work [18] and Section 2. we suggest that it is possible to develop a semantic web approach to sentence retrieval. In other words it is possible to define an OWL representation of a textual document that can be used for sentence retrieval. How can that been accomplished? Let's look back:
• In [18] we showed how the simple structure of a plain text document (sentence and neighboring sentences) can additionally be exploited to improve the vector space model of sentence retrieval.
• In Section 2 we saw that that it is possible to improve the vector space baseline sentence retrieval method even when the new method uses only data from the document the sentence came from.
Additionally, we have to take into account the characteristics of the vector space model. In a vector space information retrieval model both the document and the query are represented as vectors. A formal representation of the document D and query Q vectors can be defined as follows [20] :
Where
• ݊ represents number of terms allowed in system, • ‫ݐ‬ ଵ , ‫ݐ‬ ଶ , … ‫ݐ‬ represents a list of all terms allowed in system, • ‫ݓ‬ሺ݀, ‫ݐ‬ ሻ represents the weight of term ‫ݐ‬ in a document d, • ‫,ݍ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ ሻrepresents the weight of term ‫ݐ‬ in a query q.
Given the vector representations of the document and the query, a similarity value may be obtained using following ranking function:
The term weights ‫ݓ‬ሺ݀, ‫ݐ‬ ሻ and ‫,ݍ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ ሻ are defined using a term frequency component, inverted document frequency component and a normalization component [21] . One example of such a ranking function applied to sentence retrieval is TF-ISF (equation 1).
When it comes to the OWL representation of a document for the sentence retrieval task we are interested in expressing the importance of a term to a sentence. If we focus on the document vector ݀ we can see that the importance of a term ‫ݐ‬ to a document ݀ can be expressed using the following natural language statement:
"Document ݀ contains term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫ݓ‬ሺ݀, ‫ݐ‬ሻ."
Analogously the importance of a term ‫ݐ‬ to a sentence ‫ݏ‬ can be expressed using the following statement:
"Sentence ‫ݏ‬ contains term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫,ݏ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ".
If we apply this logic to the DL TF-ISF con method then two kinds of statements are possible depending on whether the term appears in the sentence or the context:
If the term appears in the sentence
o "Sentence ‫ݏ‬ contains term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫,ݏ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ".
If the term appears in the context (neighbor sentences)
o "Sentence ‫ݏ‬ contains in context term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫,ݏ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ."
One example of such sentence would be "Sentence <s docid="NYT19981017.0086" num="4"> contains term spainwith weight 0,00725."
When it comes to the weight ‫,ݏ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ we define it to be the following TF and the ISF component taken from equation 3.
When it comes to the weight ‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫,ݏ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ we define it to be the TF and ISF components related to the previous and next sentence taken from relation 4 as follows.
‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫,ݏ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ = ‫ݓ‬ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௩ , ‫ݐ‬൯ + ‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ , ‫ݐ‬ሻ
Where ‫ݓ‬ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௩ , ‫ݐ‬൯ and ‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ , ‫ݐ‬ሻ are defined as follows
‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ , ‫ݐ‬ሻ = ሺ1 − ߤሻ • ‫ݏ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ௫௧ , ‫ݐ‬ሻ + ߤ • ቂ‫ݓ‬ ቀ‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ௩ , ‫ݐ‬ቁ + ‫ݓ‬ ൫‫ݏ‬ ௫௧ ௫௧ , ‫ݐ‬൯ቃ
Where , ‫ݐ‬ቇ = ‫ݓ‬ ቆ‫ݏ‬ ௩ ௩ ௩ , ‫ݐ‬ቇ). In our tests in Section 2. we did not try to include a higher number of neighboring sentences into the computation of the relevance of a sentence. Of course it is possible to take into account all the neighboring sentences in a document. Determining the optimal number of previous and following sentences is left for future work.
Now we can start coding our two sentences ("Sentence ‫ݏ‬ contains term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫,ݏ‪ሺ‬ݓ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ." and "Sentence ‫ݏ‬ contains in context term ‫ݐ‬ with weight ‫ݓ‬ ሺ‫,ݏ‬ ‫ݐ‬ሻ.") using OWL. A ternary relation that connects the sentence, the term and the weight has to be used. To define a ternary relation we use a method for representing additional attributes describing a relation presented by Noy et al. in [22] . To realize the ternary relation we define two classes:
All sentences from the document are members (instances) of the class Sentence. Every sentence is connected to a string (type rdfs:Literal) that contains its plain text content through the relation:
• hasContent Every sentence instance is connected to instances of the class TermImportance through the following relations:
To make a ternary relation complete instances of TermImportance are connected to the term name (type rdfs:Literal) and to the weight (type xsd:double) through the following relations
• hasTermName
• hasWeight Figure 6 . shows classes, data types and properties used to represent a sentence for the task of sentence retrieval. Fig. 6 . Representation of a sentence used for document retrieval with classes, data types and properties
It is straightforward to automatically create instances of the above classes and automatically create property assertions (see Figure 6 .). Every sentence in containsInContext assertions depending on whether a term appears in the sentence or its neighboring sentences. The string (type rdfs:Literal) of the term name after some preprocessing (e.g. number (type double) of the hasWeight talking about a term from the sentence and using equation 9 if we are talking about a term from the context. A textual document is represented using multiple sentences where each sentence is connected to multiple term names and weights. If a term does not appear in a sentence or in the context, a contains or containsInContext representation the ranking function can been defined as
The benefits of such a document representation for sentence retrieval are as
• It simplifies development of sentence retrieval allowing the user to concentrate only on standard OWL reading and simple math. The simplification comes from the fact that partial results of the sentence retrieval process are stored for future use. subtasks like preprocessing (stop word removal, converting to lowercase, stemming etc.) or TF-ISF calculation are explicitly recorded for future use using the standard OWL. In other words the user that wants to develop a sentence retrieval preprocessing and TF-ISF calculation.
• We believe that our OWL document representation has the potential to a wider application. The OWL document representation could be useful to anybody interested in TF-ISF values. The significance beyond the borders of information retrieval. For example in [23] words with high TF values were used as most discriminative keywords for association rule mining from text. We believe that our docume of association rule mining from text. Details of such an implementation are left for future work. It is straightforward to automatically create instances of the above classes and automatically create property assertions (see Figure 6 .). Every sentence instance has multiple assertions depending on whether a term appears in the sentence or its neighboring sentences. The string (type rdfs:Literal) of the hasTermName assertion is just the term name after some preprocessing (e.g. with all letters converted to a lowercase). The real hasWeight property assertion is calculated using equation 8 if we are talking about a term from the sentence and using equation 9 if we are talking about a term from ext. A textual document is represented using multiple sentences where each sentence is connected to multiple term names and weights. If a term does not appear in a sentence or in the containsInContext assertion is omitted respectively. Using such a document representation the ranking function can been defined as The benefits of such a document representation for sentence retrieval are as follows It simplifies development of sentence retrieval allowing the user to concentrate only on standard OWL reading and simple math. The simplification comes from the fact that partial results of the sentence retrieval process are stored for future use. More precisely subtasks like preprocessing (stop word removal, converting to lowercase, stemming etc.) ISF calculation are explicitly recorded for future use using the standard OWL. In other words the user that wants to develop a sentence retrieval system is freed from ISF calculation.
We believe that our OWL document representation has the potential to a wider application. The OWL document representation could be useful to anybody interested in ISF values. The significance of the TF-IDF (which is similar to TF-ISF) value goes beyond the borders of information retrieval. For example in [23] words with high TF values were used as most discriminative keywords for association rule mining from text. We believe that our document representation can also be used to simplify implementation of association rule mining from text. Details of such an implementation are left for future It is straightforward to automatically create instances of the above classes and automatically stance has multiple contains and assertions depending on whether a term appears in the sentence or its assertion is just the with all letters converted to a lowercase). The real property assertion is calculated using equation 8 if we are talking about a term from the sentence and using equation 9 if we are talking about a term from ext. A textual document is represented using multiple sentences where each sentence is connected to multiple term names and weights. If a term does not appear in a sentence or in the y. Using such a document (12) It simplifies development of sentence retrieval allowing the user to concentrate only on standard OWL reading and simple math. The simplification comes from the fact that More precisely subtasks like preprocessing (stop word removal, converting to lowercase, stemming etc.) ISF calculation are explicitly recorded for future use using the standard OWL. In system is freed from
We believe that our OWL document representation has the potential to a wider application. The OWL document representation could be useful to anybody interested in ISF) value goes beyond the borders of information retrieval. For example in [23] words with high TF-IDF values were used as most discriminative keywords for association rule mining from text.
nt representation can also be used to simplify implementation of association rule mining from text. Details of such an implementation are left for future
• We saw that we are able to automatically populate the presented document ontology which is a new way of ontology population that is based on sentence retrieval and it presents an additional contribution in this paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we restricted our previous TF-ISF con method to use only document level information and called it DL TF-ISF con . This method like TF-ISF con also showed better performance according to the MAP and R-Precision than the TF-ISF baseline. The new document level method allows calculating the relevance score of a sentence using only the document that contains the sentence. That characteristic allowed us to propose an OWL document representation for sentence retrieval that can be considered as sentence retrieval document ontology. It was shown how it is possible to fully automatically populate the ontology with document level data. The benefits of the OWL document representation lie down in the possibility to permanently save partially results of the sentence retrieval process like preprocessing and TF-ISF values. All that simplifies development of future sentence retrieval systems and other systems that use TF-ISF values. Additional contribution is the new way of automatic ontology population based on sentence retrieval.
